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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “If you’re looking for a book to take on holiday this
summer, The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo has got all the glitz and glamour to
make it a perfect beach read.” —Bustle From the New York Times bestselling author of
Daisy Jones & the Six—an entrancing and “wildly addictive journey of a reclusive
Hollywood starlet” (PopSugar) as she reflects on her relentless rise to the top and the
risks she took, the loves she lost, and the long-held secrets the public could never
imagine. Aging and reclusive Hollywood movie icon Evelyn Hugo is finally ready to tell
the truth about her glamorous and scandalous life. But when she chooses unknown
magazine reporter Monique Grant for the job, no one is more astounded than Monique
herself. Why her? Why now? Monique is not exactly on top of the world. Her husband
has left her, and her professional life is going nowhere. Regardless of why Evelyn has
selected her to write her biography, Monique is determined to use this opportunity to
jumpstart her career. Summoned to Evelyn’s luxurious apartment, Monique listens in
fascination as the actress tells her story. From making her way to Los Angeles in the
1950s to her decision to leave show business in the ‘80s, and, of course, the seven
husbands along the way, Evelyn unspools a tale of ruthless ambition, unexpected
friendship, and a great forbidden love. Monique begins to feel a very real connection to
the legendary star, but as Evelyn’s story near its conclusion, it becomes clear that her
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life intersects with Monique’s own in tragic and irreversible ways. “Heartbreaking, yet
beautiful” (Jamie Blynn, Us Weekly), The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo is
“Tinseltown drama at its finest” (Redbook): a mesmerizing journey through the
splendor of old Hollywood into the harsh realities of the present day as two women
struggle with what it means—and what it costs—to face the truth.
After failing to learn a new language on five separate occasions, I taught myself to
speak Spanish like a native in just six months by watching movies and TV shows,
listening to music, and reading books and comics like Harry Potter and Garfield. This
simple, easy-to-learn technique, that even the most linguistically-challenged can master
literally overnight, is used by many of the most respected and skilled polyglots and
language teachers in the world, and it's never really been laid out, explained, and
demonstrated in full, point-by-point, step-by-step detail until now. When characters in a
movie or TV show are speaking the dialogue, unless it's set in a previous period like the
1800s or something, they speak normal, everyday language. So if you wanted to learn
Spanish, the type of normal everyday Spanish that native speakers use every day, aka
"conversational Spanish"... Don't you think that Spanish-language TV shows, movies,
music, and books might be a good source to learn from...if only you knew how? Not
only that, but it would be fun, wouldn't it? Far better than learning the language from
some boring, dry textbook or workbook that, even worse, is teaching outdated, formal,
"non-conversational" Spanish (look at the dialogue in one sometime: do people actually
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talk like that? No). The basic technique is obvious: consume popular Spanish-language
media and try to learn what they're saying by looking up what you don't understand.
Sure. But the issue is twofold: 1) The problems you will inevitably run into (how do I
apply what I've learned? how do I ensure I'm not misunderstanding the meaning and
thereby learning something incorrect? where do I look things up? what if it's not in the
dictionary and Google Translate isn't cutting it? etc.), and... 2) How do we do things as
efficiently as possible? If you're a beginner you're going to have to sort out how to do
this all on your own, how to solve any problems you might run into on your own, while
probably doing many things less effectively and slower than is necessary. I've already
learned all this stuff the hard way, I've made many of the mistakes you would if you
went this alone, let me just save you a ton of time, trouble, and possibly money by
teaching you what I already know from experience. Has this basic technique been used
for centuries by language students and teachers alike? Yes, there are records dating
back to the 18th century of language teachers using popular media in the language
they're teaching to help their students learn it. I'm not claiming to have invented it. What
I've done here is, after having used and refined the technique myself for several years,
distilled it down to a system that's easy to learn, and which is taught in a format that's
organized, easy to understand, and which takes advantage of all the latest technology,
such as the all the various resources available on the internet now.
This language textbook is designed to give the reader a working knowledge of French
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within three months. It explains essential grammar in a simple and practical way, and
provides short exercises and conversational drills. There is also a pack available,
containing this book and an audio cassette.
"A gorgeous, aching love letter to stories, storytellers and the doors they lead us
through...absolutely enchanting."--Christina Henry, bestselling author of Alice and Lost
Boys LOS ANGELES TIMES BESTSELLER! In the early 1900s, a young woman
embarks on a fantastical journey of self-discovery after finding a mysterious book in this
captivating and lyrical debut. In a sprawling mansion filled with peculiar treasures,
January Scaller is a curiosity herself. As the ward of the wealthy Mr. Locke, she feels
little different from the artifacts that decorate the halls: carefully maintained, largely
ignored, and utterly out of place. Then she finds a strange book. A book that carries the
scent of other worlds, and tells a tale of secret doors, of love, adventure and danger.
Each page turn reveals impossible truths about the world and January discovers a story
increasingly entwined with her own. Lush and richly imagined, a tale of impossible
journeys, unforgettable love, and the enduring power of stories awaits in Alix E.
Harrow's spellbinding debut--step inside and discover its magic.
Learn to speak Spanish in just three months with this practical and comprehensive selfstudy language course. Whether you're a complete beginner or wanting to refresh your
knowledge, Hugo: Spanish in Three Months will have you speaking Spanish fluently in
just 12 weeks. With a fresh new look and an accompanying audio app, the latest edition
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of this classic self-study course provides all the resources needed to speak, read, and
write in Spanish. The 12 weekly chapters contain lessons on the key grammatical
structures and present a range of useful vocabulary, along with exercises to reinforce
your learning. The essentials of Spanish grammar are clearly explained and tested in
conversational exercises, giving you the authentic feel of the language. In addition to a
written "imitated pronunciation" guide, which replaces Spanish sounds with English
syllables you're already familiar with, the new audio app also allows you to perfect your
pronunciation - at home or on the go. Whether you're learning Spanish for work, a
future holiday, or because you're interested in languages, this course is the perfect
place to start. Learning Spanish has never been so easy!
Five years in the writing by one of science fiction's most honored authors, Doomsday
Book is a storytelling triumph. Connie Willis draws upon her understanding of the
universalities of human nature to explore the ageless issues of evil, suffering and the
indomitable will of the human spirit. For Kivrin, preparing an on-site study of one of the
deadliest eras in humanity's history was as simple as receiving inoculations against the
diseases of the fourteenth century and inventing an alibi for a woman traveling alone.
For her instructors in the twenty-first century, it meant painstaking calculations and
careful monitoring of the rendezvous location where Kivrin would be received. But a
crisis strangely linking past and future strands Kivrin in a bygone age as her fellows try
desperately to rescue her. In a time of superstition and fear, Kivrin—barely of age
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herself—finds she has become an unlikely angel of hope during one of history's darkest
hours. Praise for Doomsday Book “A stunning novel that encompasses both suffering
and hope. . . . The best work yet from one of science fiction’s best writers.”—The
Denver Post “Splendid work—brutal, gripping and genuinely harrowing, the product of
diligent research, fine writing and well-honed instincts, that should appeal far beyond
the normal science-fiction constituency.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “The world
of 1348 burns in the mind’s eye, and every character alive that year is a fully
recognized being. . . . It becomes possible to feel . . . that Connie Willis did, in fact, over
the five years Doomsday Book took her to write, open a window to another world, and
that she saw something there.”—The Washington Post Book World
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and sentence highlighting
for an engaging read aloud experience! The picture book inspiration for the Academy
Award-winning film The Green Book Ruth was so excited to take a trip in her family's
new car! In the early 1950s, few African Americans could afford to buy cars, so this
would be an adventure. But she soon found out that black travelers weren't treated very
well in some towns. Many hotels and gas stations refused service to black people.
Daddy was upset about something called Jim Crow laws . . . Finally, a friendly
attendant at a gas station showed Ruth's family The Green Book. It listed all of the
places that would welcome black travelers. With this guidebook—and the kindness of
strangers—Ruth could finally make a safe journey from Chicago to her grandma's house
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in Alabama. Ruth's story is fiction, but The Green Book and its role in helping a
generation of African American travelers avoid some of the indignities of Jim Crow are
historical fact.
The Hugo series of popular self-study language courses prepares the visitor for
vacation or business travel in France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and Spanish-speaking
Central and South America. The books guide the language student through essential
grammar, pronunciation, model sentences and word lists to build up vocabulary,
conversation exercises to practice speaking skills, and a small bilingual dictionary.
Native speakers of each language demonstrate proper use of the language, including
the words and exercises from the books as well as specially adapted vocal drills for oral
work, making pronunciation easy with Hugo's unique "imitated pronunciation" system.
HUGO AWARD WINNER: BEST NOVELLA NEBULA AND LOCUS AWARDS
WINNER: BEST NOVELLA “[An] exquisitely crafted tale...Part epistolary romance, part
mind-blowing science fiction adventure, this dazzling story unfolds bit by bit, revealing
layers of meaning as it plays with cause and effect, wildly imaginative technologies, and
increasingly intricate wordplay...This short novel warrants multiple readings to fully
unlock its complexities.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review). From award-winning
authors Amal El-Mohtar and Max Gladstone comes an enthralling, romantic novel
spanning time and space about two time-traveling rivals who fall in love and must
change the past to ensure their future. Among the ashes of a dying world, an agent of
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the Commandment finds a letter. It reads: Burn before reading. Thus begins an unlikely
correspondence between two rival agents hellbent on securing the best possible future
for their warring factions. Now, what began as a taunt, a battlefield boast, becomes
something more. Something epic. Something romantic. Something that could change
the past and the future. Except the discovery of their bond would mean the death of
each of them. There’s still a war going on, after all. And someone has to win. That’s
how war works, right? Cowritten by two beloved and award-winning sci-fi writers, This
Is How You Lose the Time War is an epic love story spanning time and space.
[In this book, the author's] analysis of the effects and causes of capitalist
underdevelopment in Latin America present [an] account of ... Latin American history.
[The author] shows how foreign companies reaped huge profits through their operations
in Latin America. He explains the politics of the Latin American bourgeoisies and their
subservience to foreign powers, and how they interacted to create increasingly unequal
capitalist societies in Latin America.-Back cover.
NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW EDITORS’ CHOICE • An outsider who can travel
between worlds discovers a secret that threatens the very fabric of the multiverse in this
stunning debut, a powerful examination of identity, privilege, and belonging. WINNER
OF THE COMPTON CROOK AWARD • FINALIST FOR THE LOCUS AWARD •
“Gorgeous writing, mind-bending world-building, razor-sharp social commentary, and a
main character who demands your attention—and your allegiance.”—Rob Hart, author of
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The Warehouse NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR •
Library Journal • Book Riot Multiverse travel is finally possible, but there’s just one
catch: No one can visit a world where their counterpart is still alive. Enter Cara, whose
parallel selves happen to be exceptionally good at dying—from disease, turf wars, or
vendettas they couldn’t outrun. Cara’s life has been cut short on 372 worlds in total.
On this dystopian Earth, however, Cara has survived. Identified as an outlier and
therefore a perfect candidate for multiverse travel, Cara is plucked from the dirt of the
wastelands. Now what once made her marginalized has finally become an unexpected
source of power. She has a nice apartment on the lower levels of the wealthy and
walled-off Wiley City. She works—and shamelessly flirts—with her enticing yet aloof
handler, Dell, as the two women collect off-world data for the Eldridge Institute. She
even occasionally leaves the city to visit her family in the wastes, though she struggles
to feel at home in either place. So long as she can keep her head down and avoid
trouble, Cara is on a sure path to citizenship and security. But trouble finds Cara when
one of her eight remaining doppelgängers dies under mysterious circumstances,
plunging her into a new world with an old secret. What she discovers will connect her
past and her future in ways she could have never imagined—and reveal her own role in
a plot that endangers not just her world but the entire multiverse. “Clever characters,
surprise twists, plenty of action, and a plot that highlights social and racial inequities in
astute prose.”—Library Journal (starred review)
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A young woman in a vaudeville sister act must learn to forge her own path after her twin
runs away to Hollywood in this richly immersive debut about love, family, and
friendship. "A beautifully told coming-of-age story that embraces life with a galloping
energy and irresistible curiosity."--Maggie Shipstead, New York Times bestselling
author of Great Circle Leaving was my sister's choice. I would have to make my own.
All Harriet Szász has ever known is life onstage with her sister, Josie. As "The Sisters
Sweet," they pose as conjoined twins in a vaudeville act conceived of by their ambitious
parents, who were once themselves theatrical stars. But after Josie exposes the
family's fraud and runs away to Hollywood, Harriet must learn to live out of the
spotlight--and her sister's shadow. As Josie's star rises in California, the Szászes fall on
hard times. Striving to keep her struggling family afloat, Harriet molds herself into the
perfect daughter. She also tentatively forms her first relationships outside her family
and begins to imagine a life for herself beyond the role of dutiful daughter that she has
played for so long. Finally, Harriet must decide whether to honor her mother, her father,
or the self she's only beginning to get to know. Full of long-simmering tensions, buried
secrets, questionable saviors, and broken promises, this is a story about how much we
are beholden to others and what we owe ourselves. Layered and intimate, The Sisters
Sweet heralds the arrival of an accomplished new voice in fiction.
A NEW YORK TIMES, USA TODAY, AND INDIE BESTSELLER An Indie Next Pick! A
Man Called Ove meets The Good Place in Under the Whispering Door, a delightful
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queer love story from TJ Klune, author of the New York Times and USA Today
bestseller The House in the Cerulean Sea. Welcome to Charon's Crossing. The tea is
hot, the scones are fresh, and the dead are just passing through. When a reaper comes
to collect Wallace from his own funeral, Wallace begins to suspect he might be dead.
And when Hugo, the owner of a peculiar tea shop, promises to help him cross over,
Wallace decides he’s definitely dead. But even in death he’s not ready to abandon the
life he barely lived, so when Wallace is given one week to cross over, he sets about
living a lifetime in seven days. Hilarious, haunting, and kind, Under the Whispering Door
is an uplifting story about a life spent at the office and a death spent building a home. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
ORPHAN, CLOCK KEEPER, AND THIEF, twelve-year-old Hugo lives in the walls of a
busy Paris train station, where his survival depends on secrets and anonymity. But
when his world suddenly interlocks with an eccentric girl and her grandfather, Hugo's
undercover life, and his most precious secret, are put in jeopardy. A cryptic drawing, a
treasured notebook, a stolen key, a mechanical man, and a hidden message from
Hugo's dead father form the backbone of this intricate, tender, and spellbinding
mystery.
Learn Latin American Spanish quickly and painlessly The job market for those who are
bilingual is expandingrapidly. Businesses and government agencies are
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hiringtranslators; retailers and advertisers are concentrating moreenergy in targeting
the Spanish-speaking ; and hospitals andagencies are seeking to overcome language
barriers. Whether you’re a student studying Spanish, a travelergearing up for a trip to a
Spanish-speaking country and need tolearn the basics, or a upwardly mobile looking to
get ahead of thepack in your career by learning a second language, Spanish
ForDummies, 2nd edition is your hands-on guide to quicklyand painlessly learn Latin
American Spanish that includes: Expanded coverage of grammar, verb conjugations,
andpronunciations A refreshed and expanded mini-dictionary complete with evenmore
essential vocabulary, exercises, and more A revamped and expanded bonus CD-ROM
that includes real-lifedialogue to aid in your learning Whether you’re looking to learn
Spanish for use in thehome, class, at the office, or on the go, Spanish For
Dummies,2nd edition has you covered!
From the bay of Lisbon to the carnival streets of Rio de Jainero, one language unites
150 million people. With this unique guide you too can speak Portuguese as you build
your vocabulary and perfect your grammar using Hugo's proven system. Whetheryou
are ordering seafood on the Algarve or cheering on Brazil in the World Cup, you will
feel confident in understanding and speaking this vibrant language.
The Printz Honor winner that garnered five starred reviews and was hailed by the New
York Times as "magnificent"! Dolssa is an upper-crust city girl who's been branded a
heretic, on the run from the friar who condemned her mother to death by fire and wants
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Dolssa executed, too. Botille is a matchmaker and a tavern-keeper, struggling to keep
herself and her sisters on the right side of the law in their seaside town. When their
lives collide by a dark riverside, Botille rescues a dying Dolssa and conceals her in the
tavern, where an unlikely friendship blooms. Aided by her sisters and Symo, her surly
but loyal neighbor, Botille nurses Dolssa back to health and hides her from her
pursuers. But all of Botille’s tricks, tales, and cleverness can’t protect them forever,
and when the full wrath of the Church bears down upon them, Dolssa’s passion and
Botille’s good intentions could destroy the entire village. From the author of the
critically acclaimed and award-winning All the Truth That's in Me comes a spellbinding
thriller that will keep you on the edge of your seat until the final page and make you
wonder if miracles really are possible.
We travel to grow - our Adventure Guides show you how. Experience the places you
visit more directly, freshly, intensely than you would otherwise - sometimes best done
on foot, in a canoe, or through cultural adventures like art courses, cooking classes,
learning the language, meeting the people, joining in the festivals and celebrations. This
can make your trip life-changing, unforgettable. All of the detailed information you need
is here about the hotels, restaurants, shopping, sightseeing. But we also lead you to
new discoveries, turning corners you haven''t turned before, helping you to i.
Featuring over 2,000 common words, this is the ideal first Spanish dictionary for kids
just starting out on their language learning journey. Each Spanish word is supported by
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a photo, encouraging visual learning, and a pronunciation, so that children aged 6 and
up can get to grips with Spanish. First Spanish Dictionary includes subjects relevant to
children, such as school, pets, and sports. Learn how to say la cocina, los hobbys, and
de compras and understand their meanings with a handy vocabulary section and plenty
of pictures. First Spanish Dictionary is essential for parents and teachers who are keen
to teach kids Spanish as a second language. Sections covered: All about Me, Clothes,
Home and Garden, City Life, In the Park, Hobbies, Food, Shopping, Animals, Nature,
Beach, School, Sports, Colours and Shapes, Opposites, and Weather. Previous ISBN
9781405311229
SpanishPenguin Books, Limited (UK)
Dutch is spoken by 23 million people, mainly in the Netherlands and Belgium, and is an
official EU language. For English speakers, written Dutch can be fairly straightforward
to pick up, although the pronunciation can be more of a challenge. This simple
guidebook and audio CD covers Dutch grammar, pronunciation and everyday phrases,
making this vibrant language more accessible to English speakers – whether you’re
just visiting or planning to stay on a long-term basis. Dutch For Dummies is the
essential guide for everyone from students and holidaymakers, to those wanting to
speak Dutch for business purposes. From numbers and vocabulary to greetings,
popular expressions and proper etiquette, this clear, easy-to-follow guide will have you
speaking Dutch like a native in no time. Dutch For Dummies includes: Audio CD to
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assist learning Introductory grammar and vocabulary Meeting and getting to know
people Dining out, shopping, leisure time and the workplace Dealing with emergencies
Tips on how to pick up Dutch quickly Note: CD files are available to download when
buying the eBook version
Moving away from the explicitly political content of his previous novels, Victor Hugo
turns to social commentary in The Man Who Laughs, an 1869 work that was made into
a popular film in the 1920s. The plot deals with a band of miscreants who deliberately
deform children to make them more effective beggars, as well as the long-lasting
emotional and social damage that this abhorrent practice inflicts upon its victims.
A masterpiece of linguistics scholarship, at once erudite and entertaining, confronts the
thorny question of how—and whether—culture shapes language and language, culture
Linguistics has long shied away from claiming any link between a language and the
culture of its speakers: too much simplistic (even bigoted) chatter about the romance of
Italian and the goose-stepping orderliness of German has made serious thinkers wary
of the entire subject. But now, acclaimed linguist Guy Deutscher has dared to reopen
the issue. Can culture influence language—and vice versa? Can different languages
lead their speakers to different thoughts? Could our experience of the world depend on
whether our language has a word for "blue"? Challenging the consensus that the
fundaments of language are hard-wired in our genes and thus universal, Deutscher
argues that the answer to all these questions is—yes. In thrilling fashion, he takes us
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from Homer to Darwin, from Yale to the Amazon, from how to name the rainbow to why
Russian water—a "she"—becomes a "he" once you dip a tea bag into her, demonstrating
that language does in fact reflect culture in ways that are anything but trivial.
Audacious, delightful, and field-changing, Through the Language Glass is a classic of
intellectual discovery.
The ideal Portuguese course for absolute beginners, designed for adults learning at
home or in a class. Talk Portuguese provides you with a clear, simple and successful
way of learning Portuguese. Featuring introductions, finding your way around, buying
things, finding somewhere to stay and getting around, it gives you the best possible
grounding in the basics of Portuguese. Whether you're learning for work, for a first
qualification or just for fun, Talk Portuguese is the simplest way to start speaking the
language in no time Free classroom activities to download are available at http: //www
bbcworldwide.com/tal
This series of self-study language courses comprises grammar lessons, contextual
conversation drills, relevant word lists, and graded exercises to allow the traveler an
immediate grasp of a foreign language.
Sprogkursus for begyndere.
The perfect book for anyone who wants to learn Italian fast. Comes with a free
downloadable audio app for Apple and Android phones, enabling learners to hear
words and phrases spoken by native Italian speakers.
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The brilliant 1969 Hugo Award-winning novel from John Brunner, Stand on Zanzibar,
now included with a foreword by Bruce Sterling Norman Niblock House is a rising
executive at General Technics, one of a few all-powerful corporations. His work is
leading General Technics to the forefront of global domination, both in the marketplace
and politically---it's about to take over a country in Africa. Donald Hogan is his
roommate, a seemingly sheepish bookworm. But Hogan is a spy, and he's about to
discover a breakthrough in genetic engineering that will change the world...and kill him.
These two men's lives weave through one of science fiction's most praised novels.
Written in a way that echoes John Dos Passos' U.S.A. Trilogy, Stand on Zanzibar is a
cross-section of a world overpopulated by the billions. Where society is squeezed into
hive-living madness by god-like mega computers, mass-marketed psychedelic drugs,
and mundane uses of genetic engineering. Though written in 1968, it speaks of now,
and is frighteningly prescient and intensely powerful. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Whether you want to take up Spanish from scratch or brush up on your existing skills,
this practical, easy-to-follow guide is for you! Inside you'll find helpful lessons, cultural
facts, handy references and much more, including a Spanish-English mini-dictionary
and common verb lists. Learn how to use your skills in a variety of everyday contexts,
and discover common expressions, important holidays and phrases that'll make you
sound fluent. Complete with an audio CD that allows you to hear actual Spanish
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conversations by native Spanish speakers, Spanish For Dummies is your one-way
ticket to speaking mainland Spanish with confidence. Spanish For Dummies includes:
Part I: Getting Started Chapter 1: You Already Know a Little Spanish Chapter 2: The
Nitty Gritty: Basic Spanish Grammar Part II: Spanish in Action Chapter 3: Hola! Hello!
Greetings and Introductions Chapter 4: Getting to Know You: Making Small Talk
Chapter 5: Dining Out and Going to Market Chapter 6: Shopping Made Easy Chapter 7:
Going Out on the Town Chapter 8: Enjoying Yourself: Recreation Chapter 9: Talking on
the Phone Chapter 10: At the Office and Around the House Part III: Spanish on the Go
Chapter 11: Money, Money, Money Chapter 12: Dónde Está? (Where Is It?): Asking
Directions Chapter 13: Checking into a Hotel Chapter 14: Getting Around: Planes,
Trains, Taxis, and More Chapter 15: Planning a Trip Chapter 16: Help! Handling
Emergencies Part IV: The Part of Tens Chapter 17: Ten Ways to Speak Spanish
Quickly Chapter 18: Ten Favourite Spanish Expressions Chapter 19: Ten Holidays to
Remember Chapter 20: Ten Phrases That Make You Sound Fluent in Spanish Part V:
Appendixes Appendix A: Spanish-English Mini Dictionary Appendix B: Spanish Verbs
Appendix C: On the CD Appendix D: Spanish Facts Note: CD files are available to
download after purchasing the e-Book version
In this “brave and heartbreaking novel that digs its claws into you and doesn’t let go,
long after you’ve finished it” (Anna Todd, New York Times bestselling author) from the
#1 New York Times bestselling author of All Your Perfects, a workaholic with a tooPage 18/22
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good-to-be-true romance can’t stop thinking about her first love. Lily hasn’t always had
it easy, but that’s never stopped her from working hard for the life she wants. She’s
come a long way from the small town where she grew up—she graduated from college,
moved to Boston, and started her own business. And when she feels a spark with a
gorgeous neurosurgeon named Ryle Kincaid, everything in Lily’s life seems too good
to be true. Ryle is assertive, stubborn, maybe even a little arrogant. He’s also sensitive,
brilliant, and has a total soft spot for Lily. And the way he looks in scrubs certainly
doesn’t hurt. Lily can’t get him out of her head. But Ryle’s complete aversion to
relationships is disturbing. Even as Lily finds herself becoming the exception to his “no
dating” rule, she can’t help but wonder what made him that way in the first place. As
questions about her new relationship overwhelm her, so do thoughts of Atlas
Corrigan—her first love and a link to the past she left behind. He was her kindred spirit,
her protector. When Atlas suddenly reappears, everything Lily has built with Ryle is
threatened. An honest, evocative, and tender novel, It Ends with Us is “a glorious and
touching read, a forever keeper. The kind of book that gets handed down” (USA
TODAY).
Is Nick Allen a troublemaker? He really just likes to liven things up at school -- and he's
always had plenty of great ideas. When Nick learns some interesting information about
how words are created, suddenly he's got the inspiration for his best plan ever...the
frindle. Who says a pen has to be called a pen? Why not call it a frindle? Things begin
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innocently enough as Nick gets his friends to use the new word. Then other people in
town start saying frindle. Soon the school is in an uproar, and Nick has become a local
hero. His teacher wants Nick to put an end to all this nonsense, but the funny thing is
frindle doesn't belong to Nick anymore. The new word is spreading across the country,
and there's nothing Nick can do to stop it.
Face any Spanish inquisition with confidence with this "Hugo" pack. It contains three
70-minute CDs narrated by native speakers, which guide you through the carefully
structured, week-by-week course.

A one-armed computer technician, a radical blonde bombshell, an aging
academic, and a sentient all-knowing computer lead the lunar population in a
revolution against Earth's colonial rule
Benny Lewis, who speaks over ten languages—all self-taught—runs the largest
language-learning blog in the world, Fluent In 3 Months. Lewis is a full-time
"language hacker," someone who devotes all of his time to finding better, faster,
and more efficient ways to learn languages. Fluent in 3 Months: How Anyone at
Any Age Can Learn to Speak Any Language from Anywhere in the World is a
new blueprint for fast language learning. Lewis argues that you don't need a
great memory or "the language gene" to learn a language quickly, and debunks a
number of long-held beliefs, such as adults not being as good of language
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learners as children.
A handy 3-in-1 German study book: grammar, verbs and vocabulary in one
volume, ideal for beginners who need a clear and easy-to-understand German
reference and revision guide.
Your essential guide to understanding and speaking Spanish Builds vocabulary
through word lists, key phrases, and model sentences Explains essential
grammar Develops conversation skills through exercises based on real-life
scenarios Includes a mini Spanish-English dictionary
'Black but Human' is the first study to focus on the visual representations of
African slaves and ex-slaves in Spain during the Hapsburg dynasty. The AfroHispanic proverb 'Black but Human' is the main thread of the six chapters and
serves as a lens through which to explore the ways in which a certain visual
representation of slavery both embodies and reproduces hegemonic visions of
enslaved and liberated Africans, and at the same time provides material for
critical and emancipatory practices by Afro-Hispanics themselves. The African
presence in the Iberian Peninsula between the late fifteenth century and the end
of the seventeenth century was as a result of the institutionalization of the local
and transatlantic slave trades. In addition to the Moors, Berbers and Turks born
as slaves, there were approximately two million enslaved people in the kingdoms
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of Castile, Aragon and Portugal. The 'Black but Human' topos that emerges from
the African work songs and poems written by Afro-Hispanics encodes the multilayered processes through which a black emancipatory subject emerges and a
'black nation' forges a collective resistance. It is visually articulated by AfroHispanic and Spanish artists in religious paintings and in the genres of selfportraiture and portraiture. This extraordinary imagery coexists with the
stereotypical representations of African slaves and ex-slaves by Spanish
sculptors, engravers, jewellers, and painters mainly in the religious visual form
and by European draftsmen and miniaturists, in their landscape drawings and
sketches for costume books.
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